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BFG : Chapters - 11, 12 
 
1. Read chapters 11 and 12 thoroughly and use a dictionary to find the meanings of the 
unknown words.  
 
2. Answer the following questions in ONE word :  
 

a. What is the little boy’s name in the story ‘Licked’? 
b. What kind of vegetable is the man cutting? 
c. What is the color of the new fly swat? 
d. What does Andrew dip in the soup? 
e. Where does Andrew dip his lingers?  
f. What thing does mum use to set the table? 
g. What does mum put in the rings? 
h. Who keeps his promises? 

 
3. Answer the following questions in ONE sentence: 
 

a. What is dad’s �rst fault?  
b. Who is Mr. Spinks?  
c. Who doesn’t like children? 
d. What is Andrew’s secret weapon? 
e. What does Andrew buy with 50 cents? 
f. What is Dad’s second fault? 
g. What kind of clothes does Mr. Spinks wear when he visits Andrew’s house? 
h. What does Andrew keep on the floor under the table? 
i. Why does Andrew go down the street? 
j. What does Andrew pt on the new, yellow fly swat?  

 
 
4. Choose the correct answers :  
 

a.  Andrew’s father always keeps his ____________. 
i) work   ii) promises   iii) cool 
 



b.  Dad is peeling the _____________ for tea. 

i) tomatoes  ii) potatoes   iii) mangoes  
 

c.  Andrew buys a new fly swat for ___________ cents 

i) Thirty   ii) forty   iii) fifty 
 

d.  Andrew dips his _________ in the soup and makes it soggy 

i) bread   ii) bun   iii) biscuit 
 

e.  Mr.  Spinks is his father’s  ___________. 

i) Brother   ii) Friend   iii) boss 

 

 
5. Use appropriate words to fill in the blanks: 

 

a. Chasing flies is ____________ first fault. 

b. Don’t dunk your _______________ in the coffee. 

c. I find the fifty cents and _________ out. 

d. Mum sets the table with the new _______________. 

e. She puts out __________ in little rings.  

f. Dad _________ at me, but he doesn’t answer. 

g. I ___________ a chicken bone in half and suck out the middle. 

h. The last course is baked ____________ and custard. 

i. Dad is under ________ pressure, but still he keeps his cool. 

j. Mr. Spinks rushed out to the _______________. 

 

 

 

BEST OF LUCK 
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